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Giant magnetoimpedance~GMI! spectra of soft amorphous magnetic fibers, measured in the 1
kHz–1.2 GHz frequency range, and GMI responses, measured in the field range of6120 Oe, have
reinforced the assumption that linear giant magnetoimpedance and ferromagnetic resonance~FMR!
have the same physical origin. The samples, NiCo-rich, CoFe-rich, and Metglas-type fibers, 30–40
mm in diameter, were cast by melt extraction. Their impedance has been measured up to 13 MHz,
in the presence of a magnetic field, using an impedance analyzer. These measurements have been
extended up to 1.2 GHz by using a network analyzer. The reflection coefficient of a shorted coaxial
line whose inner conductor was replaced by a magnetic fiber was measured, and the input
impedance per unit length of this line was then calculated. The two impedances above are equivalent
and their spectra show a behavior associated with FMR: the real part of the impedance peaks at a
frequency where the imaginary part passes through zero. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
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It is generally agreed that the giant magnetoimpeda
~GMI! effect in soft magnetic materials originates from t
dependence of the skin depth upon the magnetic perme
ity, which changes substantially when an external magn
field is applied. Although several recent publications ha
discussed the origins of this effect,1–3 a fully dynamic model
accounting for the GMI response in a broad frequency ra
is still lacking.

Recently, a more general approach, based on the c
relationship between the GMI effect and the ferromagne
resonance~FMR!, has been proposed.4 It was shown that the
calculation of GMI and FMR response are strictly equiv
lent, so that the simultaneous solution of Maxwell’s equ
tions and the Landau–Lifshitz equation could provide a r
orous theoretical framework to explain the GMI effect. T
investigate this possibility, reliable high frequency data
GMI were required.

However, the frequency range of most of the early e
periments, using conventional techniques such as osc
scopes or impedance analyzers, was limited to about
MHz due to electromagnetic effect such as radiation, irre
lar propagation and impedance matching problems.1–3,5 The
experimental technique presented in this work was desig
to overcome these difficulties and extend the measurem
to the microwave range.6–8

Soft amorphous Ni45Co25Fe6Si9B13Mn2,
Co71Fe4Si14.5Nb4B6.5, and Fe75Si10B15 fibers were cast by
melt extraction.9 The fibers, 30–40mm in diameter, with
resistivities of about 140mV cm, were extracted directly
from the melt by a sharp rotating wheel. During the coolin
strong tensile stresses were quenched-in, strongly affec
the fiber magnetic properties.10

The impedance of the fibers was measured from 1 k
to 13 MHz using an HP4192A impedance analyzer in a st
dard four-probe configuration. The 18-mm-long fibers we
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placed within a Helmholtz coil pair, which supplies a max
mum axial dc magnetic field of 120 Oe. The 15mA ~rms!
drive current produced an alternating circumferential m
netic field with a maximum amplitude of 2 mOe at the su
face of the fiber. In this range of currents, the GMI effect
linear, so we can use the standard definition for the imp
anceZ 5 U/I , whereU is the voltage drop across the fibe
and I is the amplitude of the drive current. All data we
collected at room temperature, with the axes of the fib
normal to the earth’s magnetic field.

The second measuring technique employed a coa
transmission line in which a 7-mm-long fiber replaced t
inner conductor~Fig. 1!. The reflection coefficient of this
line was measured up to 1.2 GHz with a network analyz
The matching transition, inserted between the original in
conductor and one end of the fiber, is designed to supp
unwanted waveguide propagation modes. The other en
the fiber is attached to a short circuit piston. The power le
of the driving signal was low enough to maintain the curre
through the fiber at less than 10mA in amplitude, in order to
avoid nonlinear effects as discussed above.

In the first setup, the electric field was directed axia
with respect to the fiber, and the ac magnetic field genera
by the drive current was circumferential. In the second se
the transverse electromagnetic~TEM! mode of propagation
in the coaxial segment is characterized by a radial transv
electric field, while the magnetic field component is still c
cumferential. Thus, the interaction of the fiber with the
axially applied magnetic field is the same in both techniqu

The input impedance of the shorted line,

Zin550
11G

12G
, ~1!
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was determined from the measured values of the reflec
coefficient,G. Here, 50 stands for the characteristic impe
ance of an ideal line~50V!. In the case of a coaxial segme
terminated with a short circuit, transmission line theo
yields:11

Zin5Zctanhg l , ~2!

whereZc is the characteristic impedance,g is the complex
propagation constant, andl is the length of the line.Zc andg
are often expressed in terms of the distributed circuit par
eters and of the angular frequencyv of the propagating TEM
mode as

Zc5AR1 jvL

G1 jvC
and g5A~R1 jvL !~G1 jvC!, ~3!

whereR andL are the distributed series resistance and
ductance, andG andC the distributed shunt conductance a
capacitance, respectively. The resistivity of the amorph
fiber is much higher than that of the outer conductor, soR is
mainly related to the resistance of the magnetic core. S
G andC depend only upon the properties of the dielect
between the line and the coaxial shield~which is air in our
case! and the geometry of the line, the impedance of
magnetic core is given by:

Z5R1 jvL5Zcg, ~4!

whereL5Li1Le takes account of the internal and extern
components of the distributed inductance. In the high f
quency range, where the skin depthd is small compared to
the dimension of the conductors, the impedance of the fi
is given by the simple expression:11

Z5
RS

2pa
~11 j !1 jvLe , ~5!

FIG. 1. Longitudinal cross-section of the coaxial line used to measure
GMI effect from 1 MHz to 1.2 GHz:~1! inner conductor,~2! outer conduc-
tor, ~3! short-circuit piston,~4! air, ~5! matching transition~conductor!, ~6!
magnetic fiber,~7! conductor. Propagation modes and spatial distribution
the field components are also shown.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 8, 15 April 1997
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whereRS51/(sd) is the surface resistivity inV per square,
Le5m0 ln(b/a)/2p is the line inductance in air,a andb are
the inner and outer radius of the coaxial segment,s is the
electrical conductivity,m is the effective permeability, and
d5A2/vms is the effective skin depth. In air,G is much
smaller thanvC, whereC52pe0 /ln(b/a), and can be ne-
glected. Therefore, substitution of Eqs.~4! and ~5! in ~3!
yields:

Zc5
2 jc2gLe

v
, ~6!

wherec is the velocity of light. Substitution of Eq.~6! in ~2!
allows us to calculateZc andg from Zin . We then use~4! to
solve for the impedance of the sample.

The impedance has been determined exactly using
Maxwell’s equations and appropriate boundary conditio
for the experimental geometry shown in Fig. 1.8 A perturba-
tion expansion of this solution yielded Eq.~6!, showing that
the approximations we have introduced here are justified

At 1.2 GHz and below, the conditionl,l/4 is satisfied,
so that the argument of the tangent in Eq.~2! is small and we
can writeZin>Zcg l5Zl. Thus, the impedance of the fiber
well approximated by the input impedance per unit length
the shorted line. These results, obtained from 5 MHz to
GHz, were compared to those measured from 1 kHz to
MHz with the impedance analyzer. Reasonable agreem
between the two techniques was observed between 5 an
MHz, where their frequency ranges overlap.

The giant magnetoimpedance effect, which is defined

DZ

Z
5

uZ~H !u2uZ~H ref!u
uZ~H ref!u

,

whereH ref50, is shown in Fig. 2 as a function of the fre
quency for two dc applied fields for a NiCo-rich amorpho
fiber. In the low frequency range~f,100 MHz!, the effect is
negative and shows a maximum of270% at 30–40 MHz for
H5120 Oe, as reported earlier.5 At higher frequency, a tran-

e

f

FIG. 2. GMI spectra of a NiCo-rich fiber for two dc axial magnetic field
Data from 1 kHz to 13 MHz have been obtained with an impedanceme
Data from 5 MHz to 1.2 GHz have been obtained with an impedance a
lyzer, using the setup in Fig. 1. In the latter case, the spectra have
plotted using a cubic spline curve fit.
4033Ménard et al.
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sition of the effect from negative to positive occurs. T
GMI ratio then reaches a maximum, peaking at higher f
quency for higher fields. This trend suggests the occurre
of a resonance.

According to Eq. ~5!, the intrinsic impedance of
the fiber, Zi5R1 jvLi5Z2 jvLe , varies as
Zi}Ajvm(H,v). The theoretical dependence of the effe
tive permeability,m5m82jm9, with frequency, shows around
the resonance a characteristic peak form9, while m8 crosses
zero.12 This results in resonant behavior for the real a
imaginary parts of the intrinsic impedance: the real p
peaks as the imaginary part crosses zero. We verified
trend experimentally for all our fibers, as shown in Fig.
For an 120 Oe applied field, the resonance frequency is a
800 MHz for FeSiB and 1000 MHz for CoFe-rich fibers.

The GMI responses of a NiCo-rich amorphous fiber f
several frequencies, are plotted in Fig. 4 as functions of
dc field strength. The general appearance of the respo
shows positive peaks at low field, followed by negative d
pendences saturating at high field. Depending on freque
one or the other of these features will dominate. In the 1–
MHz range, the positive peaks are small~only 4% at 10
MHz!, and the response is predominantly negative, reach
270% at saturation. Between 10 and 100 MHz, a mix
response showing moderate peaks and negative satur

FIG. 3. Real and imaginary parts of the impedance of CoFe-rich and Fe
fibers as functions of the frequency. The applied field was 120 Oe. RZ
peaks and ImZ crosses zero at the same frequency for each fiber. Cu
spline fitting was used again.
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values is observed. Over 100 MHz, the response beco
predominant positive, with large peaks~about 70% at 500
MHz!, which are displaced toward higher field~40 Oe at 500
MHz!. These peaks may be viewed as another indication
resonance occurring in the system.

High frequency impedance spectra provided useful
formation for modeling the GMI effect. We have shown th
the experimental results are in agreement with the relat
ship we propose between GMI and FMR responses. M
questions regarding the application of the FMR theoreti
framework to the GMI effect remain open, especially in t
low frequency range, at low field or high driving current
where the effect is nonlinear. Future work will have to co
sider the possible effect of stress-induced anisotropy and
main structure on resonance. High frequency GMI sho
great possibilities for such applications as magnetic fie
controlled microwave devices, and holds the potential
becoming a technique for characterizing magnetic materi
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FIG. 4. GMI responses of a NiCo-rich fiber for frequencies ranging from
MHz to 500 MHz.
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